
1.

INT. INSIDE CALEBS HEAD - DAWN1 1

a blurry figure makes it way into frame and into focus

CALEBS BRAIN

(says in a whisper)

wake up

FADE TO

INT/EXT. RAINING DAY WITH RAIN ON THE WINDOW2 2

thunder cracks as the outside becomes into focus revealing 

the tittle card

JUMP CUT TO:

INT. CALEBS BED ROOM - DAWN3 3

a slow side swipe as caleb opens the blinds revealing the 

rest of the room. he walks out the door into his bathroom and 

turns the light in the hall of darkness the door closes and 

opens again caleb is fully dressed and ready for the day

INT. THE KITCHEN - MORNING4 4

looks in the fridge for something to eat and is unsatisfied 

with what he sees so he grabs his wallet and heads out of his 

room to go get some food.

EXT. OUTSIDE - MORNING5 5

caleb makes his way to the store the buy some food as he is 

on his phone he doesn't see a post in his way. caleb bumps 

into the post knocking him to the ground, he gets back up

CALEB

ah shit

caleb starts walking out of frame

JUMP CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE - MORNING6 6

Caleb's wallet is seen on the ground where he fell



2.

INT. STORE - NOON7 7

caleb gets in line to buy some food for himself and as he is 

ordering he reaches for his wallet and finds it is not there

CALEB

one second I think I forgot my

wallet

caleb rushes out of the store to go find his wallet

JUMP CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE WHERE CALEB FELL - NOON8 8

caleb walks up to the spot where he dropped his wallet and 

sees that it's gone in a sprue of panic caleb runs to try to 

find someone who might've seen his wallet but comes to no 

success.

INT. KITCHEN - AFTERNOON9 9

caleb enters his kitchen in a state of sadness as he sits 

down at the table 

CALEB

*sigh*

the realization comes over him that he will never find that 

wallet 

CUT TO:

INT. NOWHERE TO BE FOUND - TWILIGHT10 10

BRADLEY

the art of realization is a funny

thing, when we lose a set of keys or

a wallet perse we will bury

ourselves alive to find the said

thing. sometimes it isn't until that

realization hits us that we can move

past it and move on with our lives,

so my message to you is if you ever

lose your keys or a wallet and you

know where you dropped it and it's

not their anymore that realization

has hit you, you will never find

that again thank you goodnight sleep

well.



3.

the end.


